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Italian Technology giant  BRETONSTONEBRETONSTONE®® was the first to develop 
the ground breaking technology to manufacture engineered 
stone plants, and even today, they remain the world leader 
in engineered stone technology.  Their trademarked plants 
produce the most durable and technically perfect quartz 
surfaces, guaranteed to give life to your kitchen counter top 
for 20 years or longer.

Among various BRETONSTONEBRETONSTONE®®  plants around the globe, 
Coante Coante is the latest plant with the most advanced State of 
Art robotic technology which produces natural marble design 
quartz slabs. No other quartz plant in the world comes close 
to the advanced technology when it comes to veined quartz 
design. The super innovative designs of CoanteCoante quartz prove 
irresistible for any homeowner.



CALACATTA MIRANDA CALACATTA SUESTEDREAMY STORIA ULTRAIRENA THUNDER ULTRA



Experience the timeless allure of Experience the timeless allure of 
Storia Ultra quartz, a stunning choice Storia Ultra quartz, a stunning choice 
for your kitchen countertops. This for your kitchen countertops. This 
exquisite engineered stone captures exquisite engineered stone captures 
the essence of marble, renowned the essence of marble, renowned 
for its white background and striking for its white background and striking 
veining.veining.

Storia Ultra quartz combines beauty, Storia Ultra quartz combines beauty, 
durability, and practicality, making durability, and practicality, making 
it the perfect centerpiece for your it the perfect centerpiece for your 
dream kitchen.dream kitchen.

STORIA ULTRASTORIA ULTRA•



CALACATTA VALIENTE CALACATTA EDERA CALACATTA VALIENTE TENERA ULTRA



CALACATTA LIANA ARDEN ULTRA CALACATTA RIVIERA ULTRA CALACATTA RIVIERA ULTRA



MAJESTIC BROWN ULTRAHIEDRA ULTRA STATUARIO EXCLUSIVE IDYMA ARCTIC IVORY CREMA ALBA



MAJESTIC BROWN ULTRA

Experience the timeless allure of Experience the timeless allure of 
Majestic Brown Ultra, a stunning Majestic Brown Ultra, a stunning 
choice for your kitchen countertops. choice for your kitchen countertops. 
This exquisite engineered stone This exquisite engineered stone 
captures the essence of marble, captures the essence of marble, 
renowned for its white background renowned for its white background 
and striking veining.and striking veining.

This quartz combines beauty, This quartz combines beauty, 
durability, and practicality, making durability, and practicality, making 
it the perfect centerpiece for your it the perfect centerpiece for your 
dream kitchen.dream kitchen.

MAJESTIC BROWN ULTRAMAJESTIC BROWN ULTRA•



DIVERSA KALYNDA KAUNOSTALIA GREY DIVERSA



ZENIT NOCTURNEMAGNIFICENT HYGASSOSCOSMICARTE BLACK



Arte Black Quartzite showcases a Arte Black Quartzite showcases a 
rich, deep black hue that exudes rich, deep black hue that exudes 
sophistication and elegance.sophistication and elegance.

The dark and velvety backdrop The dark and velvety backdrop 
serves as the perfect canvas for serves as the perfect canvas for 
delicate, flowing veins.delicate, flowing veins.

These captivating formations These captivating formations 
provide an artistic and eye-catching provide an artistic and eye-catching 
element to your interior designs, element to your interior designs, 
making a bold statement in any making a bold statement in any 
application.application.

ARTE BLACKARTE BLACK•



If you have an eye for detail, and love the compelling 
intricacies of natural marble veining, KOZO® is the right choice 
for you.

KOZO®  Quartz will provide your kitchen the most captivating 
designs of famous Italian marbles - uplifting your house into a 
home.

Experience the unparalleled realism of KOZO® Quartz’s marble 
veins, mirroring the intricate beauty of natural stone. Powered 
by cutting-edge technology and enriched with the finest 
Cristobalite grade of Quartz mineral, our surfaces showcase 
authentic patterns and streaks, imbuing engineered Quartz 
with the vitality of genuine stone.

Your designs will be elevated with the distinctive allure of KOZO® 
Quartz, where each piece boasts individuality and captivating 
aesthetics, establishing it as the preferred selection among 
architectural and interior connoisseurs.

This brand carries an unmatched reputation for excellence 
among other quartz distributors. With its wholly authentic 
appearing range of products KOZO® remains the preferred 
choice for those who can truly appreciate the elegant and 
timeless beauty of natural marble.

Ispirato Ai Marmi d‘ItaliaIspirato Ai Marmi d‘Italia



ABSOLUTE WHITE STATUARIO LAPIANA STATUARIO MICHELANGELO POLARIS WHITE NESTOS WHITE MONT BLANC



Transform your space into a Transform your space into a 
luxurious sanctuary with the luxurious sanctuary with the 
captivating beauty of our Statuario captivating beauty of our Statuario 
Michelangelo quartz. The classic Michelangelo quartz. The classic 
white background serves as the white background serves as the 
canvas for the graceful, intricate canvas for the graceful, intricate 
veining in varying shades of gray.veining in varying shades of gray.

Each slab is a unique work of art, Each slab is a unique work of art, 
evoking the essence of natural evoking the essence of natural 
marble with its delicate and marble with its delicate and 
sophisticated appearance.sophisticated appearance.

STATUARIO MICHELANGELOSTATUARIO MICHELANGELO•



STATUARIO DELICATOVENATINOSTATUARIO FURRER STATUARIO FURRER



STATUARIO BETTOLI STATUARIO BETTOLISTATUARIO IL CAPOCALACATTA BETTOLI



BIANCO VENATO PANDA WHITECALACATTA GOLD CALACATTA VERSILIAMACCHIA VECCHIA CALACATTA MEZZA MACCHIA



With its striking aesthetics and With its striking aesthetics and 
versatility, our Bianco Venato versatility, our Bianco Venato 
countertops can transform any countertops can transform any 
space into a masterpiece. From space into a masterpiece. From 
elegant kitchen countertops to elegant kitchen countertops to 
luxurious bathroom vanities, or even luxurious bathroom vanities, or even 
as eye-catching accent pieces, the as eye-catching accent pieces, the 
possibilities are endless.possibilities are endless.

Experience the freedom to create Experience the freedom to create 
inspiring designs that reflect your inspiring designs that reflect your 
unique style and taste.unique style and taste.

BIANCO VENATOBIANCO VENATO•



Crafted with the highest quality Crafted with the highest quality 
natural quartz crystals and natural quartz crystals and 
advanced resin technology, our advanced resin technology, our 
Calacatta Mezza Macchia are Calacatta Mezza Macchia are 
engineered to withstand the tests of engineered to withstand the tests of 
time and heavy use.time and heavy use.

Their exceptional durability ensures Their exceptional durability ensures 
resistance against scratches, impact, resistance against scratches, impact, 
and stains, providing you with a and stains, providing you with a 
pristine and long-lasting surface.pristine and long-lasting surface.

CALACATTA MEZZA MACCHIACALACATTA MEZZA MACCHIA•



CALACATTA PESCO CALACATTA LUCCIA BRONZE FANTASY GRIS SAVOIE ARBESCATO GRIGIOONICE GIACCHIO



CALACATTA LUCCIA GRIS SAVOIE



GRIGIO SICILIABERDIGLIO VENATOCONCRETE GREY GRIGIO SICILIA



ARMANI GREY SAHARA NOIRARMANI GREY NERO ANTICO



Discover the charm of Blue Bahia Discover the charm of Blue Bahia 
quartz and turn your spaces into quartz and turn your spaces into 
captivating dreamscapes. Our captivating dreamscapes. Our 
collection brings the perfect collection brings the perfect 
blend of elegance, durability, and blend of elegance, durability, and 
mesmerizing beauty, inviting you mesmerizing beauty, inviting you 
to embark on a journey of design to embark on a journey of design 
brilliance. brilliance. 

Illuminate your interiors with the Illuminate your interiors with the 
brilliance of Quartz – where dreams brilliance of Quartz – where dreams 
become reality.become reality.

BLUE BAHIABLUE BAHIA•



AZUL CIELO MACAUBAS BLUE BAHIA MACAUBAS



STELLA BIANCA AZUL CINTILANTE

From luxurious kitchen countertops From luxurious kitchen countertops 
that inspire culinary delights to that inspire culinary delights to 
striking bar tops that beckon social striking bar tops that beckon social 
gatherings, our Sparkle Series gatherings, our Sparkle Series 
collection effortlessly complements collection effortlessly complements 
various design styles. various design styles. 

Elevate your interiors with the Elevate your interiors with the 
refined elegance and radiant refined elegance and radiant 
charm that only Sparkle Quartz charm that only Sparkle Quartz 
can deliver.can deliver.

SPARKLE COLLECTIONSSPARKLE COLLECTIONS•



COSMIC GREY DIAMOND FALL STARRY NIGHT COSMIC GREY



GLAZEGLAZE has carefully studied the Quartz market segment to select the top brands for our clients. Not only have we has carefully studied the Quartz market segment to select the top brands for our clients. Not only have we 
hand pick the best brands, but furthermore, custom-designed the quartz to replica iconic Italian marbles.hand pick the best brands, but furthermore, custom-designed the quartz to replica iconic Italian marbles.

With over 50 designs available from both brands,With over 50 designs available from both brands,  GLAZEGLAZE has the Quartz surface solution for all interior design needs.has the Quartz surface solution for all interior design needs.

GLAZE GLAZE invites you to explore the Quartz Collection and discover the beauty that awaits you. From the timeless purity invites you to explore the Quartz Collection and discover the beauty that awaits you. From the timeless purity 
of pristine whites to the dramatic allure of rich veins and flecks, our quartz countertops elevate the aesthetics of any of pristine whites to the dramatic allure of rich veins and flecks, our quartz countertops elevate the aesthetics of any 
space, making a statement that is truly yours.space, making a statement that is truly yours.

WHY WHY QUARTZ?QUARTZ?

Harder thanHarder than
GraniteGranite

Bacteria-FreeBacteria-Free SSuper Hyuper Hygienicgienic Easy to Clean Easy to Clean Easy to Easy to 
MaintainMaintain

Beautifully Colored Beautifully Colored 
& Designed& Designed

“Crafted with precision and passion, each quartz countertop in our collection is a testament to the perfect balance of artistry and technology.  “Crafted with precision and passion, each quartz countertop in our collection is a testament to the perfect balance of artistry and technology.  
Imbued with the natural charm of quartz and enhanced with cutting-edge engineering, these countertops exude a radiant aura that brings your Imbued with the natural charm of quartz and enhanced with cutting-edge engineering, these countertops exude a radiant aura that brings your 

kitchen or bathroom to life.”kitchen or bathroom to life.”
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